Identification of the basic residues of cytochrome f responsible for electrostatic docking interactions with plastocyanin in vitro: relevance to the electron transfer reaction in vivo.
The prominent basic patch seen in the atomic structure of the lumen-side domain of turnip cytochrome f, consisting of Arg209 and Lys187, 58, 65, and 66, was proposed to be an electrostatically complementary docking site for its physiological electron acceptor, plastocyanin [Martinez, S. E., Huang, D., Szczepaniak, A., Cramer, W. A., and Smith, J. L. (1994) Structure 2, 95-105]. This proposal agrees with solution studies on the cytochrome f/plastocyanin electron-transfer reaction that showed a major contribution of electrostatic interactions to the docking, but not with studies on the oxidation rate of cyt f in vivo using mutants in which the basic patch of cyt f was neutralized. The apparent contradiction might be explained by an unknown electron acceptor protein for cyt f. However, (i) flash-induced oxidation of cyt f is absent in a PC-deficient mutant. (ii) Lys58, 65, and 66 in the large domain and Lys188 and 189 in the small domain are major contributors to the ionic strength dependence of the electron-transfer reaction in solution. Replacement of Lys58 and 65 by neutral residues and of Lys66 by the acidic residue Glu66 resulted in a >10-fold decrease in the rate of electron transfer in solution and complete loss of its ionic strength dependence. Replacement of Lys188 and Lys189 in the small domain of cyt f resulted in a 3-4-fold decrease in the second-order rate constant and a smaller dependence of the overall rate of electron transfer on ionic strength, corresponding to a loss of two positive charges. (iii) Acidification of the thylakoid lumen cannot explain the absence of electrostatic interactions. (iv) Changing the five lysines to acidic residues did not result in any significant retardation of the rate of cyt f oxidation in vivo. If the docking of cyt f and plastocyanin in vivo is mediated by basic residues of cyt f, they are different from those that mediate electron transfer in vitro or that are implicated by simulations of electrostatic interactions of the docking. Alternatively, docking of cyt f/PC in vivo is limited by spatial constraints or release of PC from P700 that precludes a rate-limiting mediation of the cyt f/PC reaction by specific electrostatic interactions. The cyt f/PC system in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii is the first electron-transfer couple for which the role of electrostatics in mediating the docking reaction has been studied both in vitro and in vivo.